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By analyzing high-speed video of the fruit fly, we discover a swimminglike mode of forward flight
characterized by paddling wing motions. We develop a new aerodynamic analysis procedure to show that
these insects generate drag-based thrust by slicing their wings forward at low angle of attack and pushing
backwards at a higher angle. Reduced-order models and simulations reveal that the law for flight speed is
determined by these wing motions but is insensitive to material properties of the fluid. Thus, paddling is as
effective in air as in water and represents a common strategy for propulsion through aquatic and aerial
environments.
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Despite their apparent differences, swimming and flying
animals share similar force generation strategies [1,2]. The
lift-based mechanism uses the fluid force generated perpendicular to the direction of travel of a moving appendage. For example, many hovering insects use lift to balance
body weight by flapping their wings back-and-forth in a
horizontal plane [3]. Similarly, a broad class of both swimming and flying animals employ lift for forward motion by
oscillating their hydro- or air-foil appendages up-anddown [4,5]. For forward flight in insects, previous studies
have emphasized this mode in which lift is redirected for
thrust by forward tilting of the wing stroke planes [6–10].
On the other hand, the drag-based mechanism is associated with paddling or rowing motions and is largely
viewed as an aquatic phenomenon [4,11]. For example,
this mode is prevalent among swimmers including ciliated
micro-organisms [2], semiaquatic birds and mammals [12],
as well as fish that use pectoral fins [13]. However, recent
work indicates that drag is important for hovering flight in
some insects [14,15]. Is drag also used by flying animals
for propulsion?
Here, we examine drag-based thrust generation in the
flight of insects. We use high-speed video cameras to
capture flight sequences of the fruit fly, D. melanogaster,
and extract the wing and body kinematics using a custom
motion tracking algorithm [16]. We find that forward flight
can occur even when the wing stroke planes remain nearly
horizontal, as shown in Fig. 1. This indicates that these
insects have an additional propulsion mechanism distinct
from the lift-based mode of stroke-plane tilting. To investigate thrust production in this new mode, we analyze 140
forward flight movies and select the 16 steady flight sequences in which forward acceleration is less than 0.15 g
and the stroke planes are oriented within 5 of horizontal.
These sequences include body speeds ranging from 2 to
47 cm=s.
0031-9007=11=106(17)=178103(4)

The wing adjustments that generate these large differences in forward speed are most easily discerned by contrasting the kinematics of slow and fast flight. In both
cases, each wing sweeps along a globe centered about its
root on the body [Fig. 2(a)]. The wing motions are visualized by the stroke diagrams associated with hovering flight
[Fig. 2(b)] and fast forward flight [Fig. 2(c)]. Both slow and
fast flight are characterized by horizontal stroke planes
with the forward and backward sweeps separated by rapid
wing flips. These kinematics can also be quantified by the
time course of three orientation angles: stroke measured in
the horizontal plane, vertical deviation, and pitch. In
Figs. 2(d)–2(f), we compare the measured angular data
for sequences at flight speeds of 2 cm=s (blue) and
43 cm=s (red). Differences can be seen for the time courses

FIG. 1 (color). Reconstruction of forward flight in a fruit fly
(body length 2.7 mm). Flight is recorded using three high-speed
video cameras, and snapshots from each are displayed on the
panels. Body and wing motions are extracted using a tracking
algorithm, and these data are displayed on the rendered insect for
one frame. The wings beat in horizontal arcs, and wing-tip
trajectories for two strokes are shown in dark blue.
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FIG. 2 (color). Comparison of hovering (speed u ¼ 2 cm=s)
and fast flight (u ¼ 43 cm=s). (a) Each wing sweeps along a
globe centered about its root on the body [17]. (b and c) Stroke
diagrams show the wing as a line with a leading-edge circle
(scale bars, 30 ). The wings are darker with time and displayed
at the frame rate of 8000 Hz. (d–f) Wing angles for hovering
(blue, wing-beat period T ¼ 4:0 ms) and forward flight (red,
T ¼ 4:8 ms). Stroke is the angle in the horizontal plane, deviation is the vertical excursion, and pitch is measured between the
wing chord and the horizontal. Measurements (circles) are
phase-averaged, and right and left wing data are pooled and
used to form Fourier fits (solid lines). Mean values of pitch
are shown as dashed lines in (f).

of all three angles, suggesting that all three may contribute
to thrust generation.
Recent studies of fruit flies have shown that changes in
wing pitch play an important role in generating turning
maneuvers [17,18]. For forward flight, we also observe
changes in pitch for flight at different speeds. In particular,
the curve for pitch during fast flight is shifted downward
relative to pitch during slow flight [Fig. 2(f)]. This downward shift can be rationalized by considering its effect on
aerodynamic forces on the wings. During the forward
stroke, the low value of wing pitch indicates the wing is
more horizontal and thus slices through the air. During the
backward stroke, the low value of pitch indicates the wing
is more vertical, pushing off the air with a broad area
exposed to the flow. Thus, a decrease in wing pitch generates rowing or paddling motions that propel the insect
forward.
To assess how forward flight is generated by these wing
motions, we use a computational simulation that determines the body motion from aerodynamic forces on the
wings [17]. The simulation solves the Newton-Euler equations for the articulated wings-body system. Each wing is
modeled as a plate connected to the body by a three-axis
rotational joint, and fluid forces are computed using a
blade-element quasisteady aerodynamic model. In these
studies, we constrain the simulation to allow body motion
in the forward and backward directions. When measured
wing motions are played in the simulation, the computed
flight velocities are typically within 10 cm=s of the measured values [Fig. 3(a)].

FIG. 3 (color). Dependence of flight speed on wing angles.
(a) Comparison of experimentally measured speeds for hovering
(blue) and fast flight (red) to those predicted by simulation.
(b) Simulations of hovering and fast flight kinematics (top)
compared to hybrid kinematics (bottom). For hybrid simulations,
wing motions are formed by selecting each angle—stroke,
deviation, and pitch—from either the hovering or fast flight
set. Slow speeds are associated with pitch from hovering, and
high speeds are associated with pitch from fast flight. The
remaining spread in speeds is largely due to wing strokes that
are faster in their backward sweep [Fig. 2(d)] (c) Simulations of
hovering and fast flight (top) compared to those with swapped
mean values of pitch (bottom). For example, blue stripes on the
red box indicate that the fast flight kinematics have been modified only by shifting the pitch curve upward so as to have
hovering’s mean value [dashed lines of Fig. 2(f)].

To evaluate the relative importance of the measured
changes in wing angles, we develop an aerodynamic
analysis procedure that combines measurements and
simulations. In Fig. 3(b), we compare the simulations of
the complete hovering (blue) and fast flight (red) kinematics to simulations in which the wing kinematic angles
are selected from a mix of these two data sets. For
example, the color scheme blue-red-blue indicates that
the stroke, deviation, and pitch angles are taken from the
hovering, fast flight, and hovering sequences, respectively. Simulations of the six possible hybrid kinematics
form two distinct groups according to speed. Slow flight
speeds are associated with kinematics in which pitch is
selected from the hovering sequence, regardless of the
sources of the stroke and deviation angles. Conversely,
high speeds are associated with pitch selected from fast
flight. These results indicate that the changes in wing
pitch of Fig. 2(f) are crucial to determining flight
speed.
Further, the mean value of pitch, in particular, correlates
with flight speed. When the complete hovering kinematics
are modified only by shifting the curve for pitch downward
so as to have the same mean as that of the fast flight
sequence, the simulation yields a speed close to that of
the fast flight simulation [Fig. 3(c)]. Conversely, shifting
the wing pitch for fast flight upward causes the speed to
slow to near zero. Thus, although the wing motions are
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and then extract the paddling angle, the mean speed of the
wings, and the mean forward speed of the body. In Fig. 4(c),
we plot the ratio of the body to wing speed versus the
paddling angle. The prediction of the minimal model
(dashed line) captures the observed linear relationship,
and playing idealized paddling wing motions in the computational simulation (solid line) also yields a trend in
agreement with the measurements. Collectively, these
models and observations show how wing paddling is
modulated to produce drag-based thrust in this flight mode.
Thus, though drag is commonly thought of as a hindrance, our discovery adds to the growing appreciation of
its importance in aiding insect flight [14–18,21]. In particular this linear relation for forward speed [Eq. (2)]
allows the insect to use simple flight speed control [22]
and wing actuation [17] strategies. Moreover, calculations
show that lift experiences only a weak, second-order decrease of L=L  ðÞ2 , which amounts to only 7%
even for extreme paddling with  ¼ 15 . Thus paddling
largely maintains the lift needed to keep aloft while recruiting drag for thrust.
Though we have highlighted pure paddling, more generally thrust is produced by both lift and drag which are
associated with stroke-plane tilting and wing pitching,
respectively. Indeed, qualitative observations of forwardflying insects in all 140 video sequences indicate that both
modes are prevalent and used for both accelerating and
steady flight. The fly’s use of both strategies, in their pure
forms and in combination, may reflect the near equivalence
of the lift and drag coefficients at attack angles typical of
insect flight [20]. Because this is a general feature of wings
operating at intermediate Reynolds numbers [23], dragbased propulsion may be common among many flying
insects.
An additional, and rather surprising, prediction of the
reduced-order model is that flight speed does not depend
on the fluid medium. In particular, the fluid density and
drag coefficient do not appear in Eq. (2). However, this
model assumes constant wing and body speeds within each
stroke. In reality, unsteady body motions within a wing

D ¼ 12S½CD ðF Þðw þ uÞ2 þ CD ðB Þðw  uÞ2  ¼ 0:

(1)

For small , we Taylor-expand and linearize the coeffi2
cient CD ðÞ ¼ Cmax
D sin ðÞ [20] about 0 : CD ðÞ 
CD ð0 Þ½1 þ 2= tanð0 Þ. For 0 ¼ 45 , CD ðÞ 
Cmax
D ð1 þ 2Þ=2. For slow body speeds, second-order
terms ðu=wÞ2 are negligible, and we find
u ¼ w  :

(2)

This reduced-order model indicates that flight speed has a
simple linear dependence on the paddling angle.
To experimentally validate this control law, we analyze
the wing and body motions for the 16 sequences of forward
flight. For each movie, we measure the full kinematics [16]
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complex, much of this flight mode is accounted for by the
stroke-averaged value of wing pitch.
These findings inspire a minimal model that includes
only changes in average pitch to drive flight at different
speeds. Each wing sweeps forward and backwards at constant speed w relative to the body. In hovering, both wings
are inclined symmetrically during the forward and backward strokes, with angles of attack between the wing chord
and its velocity of F ¼ B ¼ 0 ¼ 45 [Fig. 4(a)]. Wing
drag, which points opposite to the wing velocity at any
instant, cancels over each wing beat, and the insect
hovers. Forward flight results from unbalanced drag due
to asymmetric attack angles [4,19], F ¼ 0   and
B ¼ 0 þ  [Fig. 4(b)]. For these idealized paddling
motions,  corresponds to the downward shift in pitch
relative to 90. As the insect progresses, however, the wing
velocities relative to air are modified, causing a resistive
drag. Eventually, the drag arising from paddling balances
drag due to the forward motion, and the insect achieves a
speed u.
To quantify how the attained speed depends on the
degree of paddling, we calculate the drag D ¼
SCD ðÞv2 =2 on a wing of area S and drag coefficient
CD ðÞ moving at speed v relative to a fluid of density 
[1,2]. In steady state, the stroke-averaged drag must be zero
for the wing pair:
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FIG. 4 (color). Paddling drives forward flight. (a) Hovering: each wing has equal attack angles for forward and backward sweeps.
(b) Paddling: shifting the pitch downward by the paddling angle  (here, 30 ) alters angle of attack. (c) Flight speed normalized by
wing speed, u=w, correlates with . A minimal aerodynamic model [Eq. (2), dashed line] and simulation (solid line) account for
the trend in the data (circles). Simulations show that the flight speed relation is insensitive to changes in the density of the fluid
(d) and the drag coefficient (e).
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beat can significantly modify the instantaneous wing air
speed and thus the fluid forces generated. To determine
whether these unsteady dynamics influence the flight
speed control law, we again simulate paddling strokes
[Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], but vary the scale of the propulsive
forces by changing the fluid density and drag coefficient.
Figure 4(d) summarizes the dependence of flight speed on
 for different density fluids. Paddling in air (black
curve) and in lower density fluids such as the Martian
atmosphere (red) give rise to similar flight speeds.
Paddling in water (blue), which is a thousand times denser
than air, leads to a slightly slower speed. Thus, while a
given paddler may need to alter vertical force production
in order to achieve level flight in different media, the
horizontal speed law is relatively invariant to changes in
fluid density. Similarly, increasing or decreasing the drag
coefficient by a factor of 10 leads to only modest changes
in this law [Fig. 4(e)].
This insensitivity of locomotion to material properties
stems from a common physical origin of driving and
resisting forces [4,11]. For flight of the fruit fly, these
forces are dominated by pressure or form drag on the
wings. Doubling the density, for example, doubles both
the propulsive and resistive forces, leaving the velocity at
which force balance is achieved unchanged. Thus, paddling locomotion is as effective in air as in water.
The use of common locomotion mechanisms in different
media suggests that swimmers and flyers share similar
adaptations for generating movement [11]. Such similarities may also shed light on the very origin of flight in
insects. One evolutionary theory contends that the aerodynamic function of flapping appendages emerged from their
use in underwater ventilation or swimming [24,25].
However, the seemingly great differences between swimming and flying have previously been viewed as evidence
against this theory [26,27]. Instead, we interpret the use of
common strategies as offering physical plausibility to
the swimming-to-flying scenario. In particular, adaptations
for swimming could have been co-opted for use in flight,
and swimming would provide a context to evolve flapping
appendages without the demands of weight support and
stability. The plausibility of this transition is also supported
by observations of insects that use wings for both swimming and flying [28,29] as well as by insects that row their
wings while skimming on the surface of water [25].
We thank R. Hoy, R. Full, T. Daniel, R. Dudley, and M.
Koehl for useful discussions and the NSF for support.
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